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the ' stint' was not to make ' trade more scarce *, but it was
itself a remedy against ' the scarcity of trade' by a fair
partition of the market among the members. Those who
see " how the husbandman in dressing his vine makes it
more fruitful by paring away the luxuriant products of its
fertility, will easily judge by these stints that the mer-
chants were grown too numerous for their trade, and not
that their trade was grown too copious for their managing " l,
The argument, however, was open to the criticism that if
many merchants failed to dispose of their allotted quota there
was less justification for restricting the rest. The ' stint * was
abandoned in 1618 in respect of cloths dyed and dressed,
kersies and all new draperies *: it was still retained for
white cloth as late as 1648, but according to a statement of
the Company in 1662 it was no longer in operation at that
date3.
It is evident that the' stint', apart from any effects it may
fffl££*ifr kave ka<^ ^ curbing the * overgrown merchant', tended to
keep prices high in foreign markets. The regulation of
shipping produced a similar result, though here again other
motives were contributory, since if the individual merchant
had been free to ship his goods as he pleased the Company
would have been unable to exercise any control or supervision.
There were appointed seasons for shipping 4 according to the
state of the market abroad, and members were restricted to
the ships chartered by the Company when these were avail-
able. In defence of this policy it was represented that it
fostered native shipping ; that " by our regularity in ship-
ping many fraudulent attempts of such as use to steal
customs, bribe searchers, colour strangers' goods, etc., are
disappointed " ; that " whilst we ship our goods hand in
1 Parker, Of a Free Trade (1648), 23.
 *	The Lawes, Customes and Ordinances of the Fettowshippe ofMerchantes
Adventurers, 135.
 *	Veneris (1662), 4.   In a document in State Papers Domestic, Addenda,
1625-1649, p. 488, which the editors of the Calendar query as dated 1634,
the Company stated that " their ancient order of stint has not been in use
for the last twenty years ".   Assuming the document is correctly dated,
the order must have been reintroduced after the Company was restored to
its full privileges in 1634 (infra, p. 263), since Parker, writing in 1648, admits
its existence: Of a Free Trade, 22.
4 Supra, p. 223.

